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Leitz 65330085 standing desk Grey

Brand : Leitz Product code: 65330085

Product name : 65330085

- Stylish and ergonomically designed compact standing desk converter to keep you active all day
- Switch between sitting and standing to promote muscle movement for overall health and wellbeing
- Pneumatic assisted height adjustment to switch easy and effortlessly between sitting and standing
positions
- Tested and recommended by the German IGR Institute for Health and Ergonomics, according to DIN
26800 EN ISO 15537 - also TÜV and GS certified
- Workstation moves straight up and down within its own footprint to save space
- Holds a laptop and mouse making it ideal for standing during video conferences
- Exceptionally compact 700 x 350 mm footprint to take up minimal space on your desk or wherever you
work
- Slim design makes it easy to carry and store when not in use
- Minimum height 48 mm, maximum height 310 mm
- Supports up to 16 kg on desk surface
Leitz Ergo Cosy Standing Desk Converter

Features

Product colour * Grey
Adjustable height *
Maximum weight capacity * 16 kg
Table top shape Rectangular shape
USB port

Weight & dimensions

Width 350 mm
Depth 48 mm
Height 700 mm
Weight 7.9 kg
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